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Sneaker Freaker magazine cover a new trailer for NIKE Air Max 90 "Camo & color for us; Infrared" true. Continue to NSW in recent
years, the great love of military style camouflage element as the design of the main line, this air max 90 in the Woodland Camouflage
shoes into black suede leather trim and snakeskin stria Swoosh logo, and decorated with air max 90 infrared eye-catching infrared
color details to enrich the whole appearance of the level, the crystallization of the collision of classical styles, definitely worth into the
lotus, but due to the shoes has not yet announced selling rules, so the sense of shoes fans interested remember pay close attention
to our follow-up reports! 
In addition to the & Camo 

Infrared, the twenty-eighth issue of the Freaker Sneaker magazine also published together by the New York shoe designer Fieg
Ronnie Gel jointly launched Lyte V ASICS new color Volcano". Based on ASICs popular shoes type Gel Lyte V, this pair of the lava
hot thick red and red wine is filled with Gel Lyte V profile of the new, shoe body with nubuck leather and nylon mesh surface, equipped
with a curved bottom, and decorated with the details of the reticular and circular laces and orange flesh, fresh orange, hot red
suffusion shoe body, as if it is eruption of a volcano. So Hot Smoking shoes, you might as well start oh! 

; 

; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - the consumer market] a pair of seemingly ordinary no-name shoes, but bears organ, after the surface
of the torn trademark, immediately turned international famous brand "Nike shoes." 11 morning, Fujian Jinjiangchendai police station
Yang Tai village in the area and seized a production of fake "Nike shoes" dens.
police, recently, there are people to report to the public security organs, said Yang Tai village, a shoe factory counterfeit "Nike
shoes." After Paimo period of investigation, the police identified the specific location of the shoe, and on the morning of the 11th
deployed arrests. 
"factory in one place inside houses, about a dozen workers, seemingly only in the production of ordinary no-name sports shoes."
Police investigators, said Chen, who took a look at the production of good shoes, immediately We found more shoes Trademark
Office posted a layer of "protective film" tear protective film, the Nike brand logo immediately apparent. On the spot, police seized
counterfeit "Nike" brand sports shoes more than 3,000 pairs. After identification, the value of RMB 30 million. 
It was captured by the shoe factory boss Lin account, before the factory is processing a number of foreign trade alone, but because
of the work of the Ministry of the economy, which will start the production of counterfeit "Nike" sneakers business. In order to deceive
the public, they are at the position marked with the Nike logo, together with another piece of unknown trademark. "When sold, the
manufacturers yer outside that layer, the customer is a look at the brand sports shoes." Lin said. 
Currently, Lin suspicion of counterfeiting registered trademarks have been criminal detention. Cases still pending further review.
(Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partners: shoe ; clothing and shoes
information.)
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Nike Air Max LE Reflective Collection physical tushang 2013-12-08 22:50:42
Recently, Nike designed network exposure reflective suite of products, including the Nike Air Max 1 and the new Nike Air Max 2013,
all the material to build a silver Hyperfuse upper, dotted with red and white detail elements. Nike Air Max 1 is covered with a classic
shape silver armor rather domineering, Nike Air Max 2013 full charge of window air cushion is once again enhance the degree of



arrogance, like their friends can look at the intentions. 

As a new generation of popular idol, Luhan's success is not accidental, the Chinese generation idol has set off a powerful effect
called "Luhan," the. 2014, Luhan personal microblogging single review set a new Guinness world record. In 2015, its film debut "20
Once Again," China and South Korea co-production set a new box-office record, Luhan with excellent transcript proved continually
challenge themselves as a Game Changer of self-confidence, courage and strength of whims. Has extensive cell movement Luhan
also good at all sports, especially football, he done everything in the game and whole-heartedly enjoy every moment of the movement,
with the same attitude PUMA respected brands.

Nike Air Max 95 new color release 2014-09-11 12:19:08
Nike recently introduced a pair of new color of Nike Air Max 95, may be some friends will feel very familiar with these shoes, in fact,
its use of color and atmos year with the launch of Nike Air Max 95 has a very similar place. As Nike's classic shoes, from the advent
of the early days has been sought after, years later, it still is Nike retro shoes the most important one member, reported that the price
of these shoes in Europe for 115 euros. 
;
; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Scroll News] the first week of August, an independent testing organization pepper net total order to
upload and publish product sampling results released by various national inspection authorities 1089, which qualified products 930,
159 substandard products, the failure rate was 14.6%. The main industries involved food, household appliances, baby toys, textiles,
fertilizers, footwear. 
checks showed that many brands available in the market outlet, there are outdoor clothing concentrated varying degrees of quality
problems: there is a serious problem WUNIU flexible cable and connector, Section leopard, Wan Lee Hung and other mobile outlets,
consumers use process may be electric shock, fire hazard and the like. And THE NORTH FACE jacket, adidas outdoor windproof
hooded jackets, woven jackets Nike, Mizuno hooded windbreaker and other outdoor apparel widespread problem of poor
performance of anti-wet, to the use of consumer inconvenience. 
Other nonconforming have: 

Gu US E home, Yu Feng, the presence of major size sofa, products, materials, processing (water content) aspects; 

10,000 US, Opie, Geer Ma and other domestic gas with the presence of the heat load of non-compliance, combustion conditions and
poor safety devices; 

Worsley men, Camel outdoor climbing shoes, Shun Ho Kangaroo men, the elderly head men's shoes and other footwear Kyushu
presence hook hardness of heart, the heart length limit under hook, shank bending stiffness, to help end the peel strength issue; 

Magic music toys, beach toys and other toys Feng Jia exist reasonably foreseeable misuse, accessible sharp points and small parts
and other problems. 
As of August 5, pepper network has included safety data 24466. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most
professional shoe News Media Partners: shoe ; clothing and footwear IT) ; ;
< p > although this year is the Nike Air Force 1 of the 30th anniversary of a few years and Nike Cortez birthday 40th anniversary, two
Nike popularity model can be described as reap the annual thunder, but for the death of the Nike faithful fans. This, of course, does
not mean can grab the all their Nike sneaker vision. < br / > although it is the popularity of the sneaker two thunder fire to grab the lot
of thunder, but always "behave" Nike Blazer styles or many Nike iron on a quarterly basis must see, recently in the famous sneaker
shop size? On the shelves two spring summer 2012 quarter Blazer Hi, this time to canvas and turn the fur and leather mixed build
brown, gray, two color, continuation Vintage are full of old Swoosh logo and pay the slightly old yellowing soles, for part of the vintage
sneaker fans, Blazer attraction is not to below the two bar, interested may wish to start used, only sold 67 euros. 
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< br / > ; with the approaching this year the U.S. Open, the US Open Tennis Championships, NikeCourt specifically for the New York
Street shops KITH create a series of exclusive single product. It has a long history of the four Grand Slam events of the propaganda
campaign. The new series covers the polo shirt, T-shirt, too far away from sweater and pants and other clothing and design are in
black and white as the keynote, mix into color mosaic, and camouflage printed embellishment, creating a shares a strong
contemporary sports fashionable breath. In addition, the new series will also bring a Tech Challenge III Air and Oscillate Air two tennis
shoes, for the majority of tennis enthusiasts to provide more field and the field of collocation's choice. It is reported that the series will
be available today in the Brooklyn KITH exclusive sale, interested friends may wish to pay more attention to. (Editor: YOYO)
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] on behalf of the highest level of college students in Quanzhou basketball game - "Pick
Cup" Quanzhou third college basketball league, will be hot war in the 4th Huaqiao University basketball court on the 26th. This total
from the city's 15 college basketball team in the fierce battle in the next 29 games. 
15 ֧ universities participating teams were from Huaqiao University, Yang En University, Quanzhou Normal College, Taiwanese
Institute of Technology, University of Science and Taiwanese Fu Normal University, Liming Vocational University, Quanzhou Institute
of Trade, Quanzhou children Teachers College, Fujian Vocational and Technical College, Quanzhou textile and garment Vocational
College, Quanzhou Huaguang Photography Art College, Quanzhou Institute of Information Technology, Taishan Quanzhou Maritime
Vocational College, Quanzhou Light Industry Vocational Technical College, Germany-based ceramic Vocational and Technical
College. Under the rules, 15 teams go through before the draw, the game is divided into four groups, the last game of the top four
teams - Huaqiao University, Quanzhou Normal University, Fujian Vocational and Technical College, Quanzhou Institute of Information
Technology as the various groups seeds, each with 3-4 detachment, four group matches in round robin fashion, winning the first two
of each group cycle race into the second round, into the top four teams and then decide the winners. 
November 26 afternoon, the tournament will be held at the opening ceremony of Huaqiao University, followed by the game against
Germany-based ceramic Vocational and Technical College of Huaqiao University, opened this sky. Quanzhou tournament by the
Department of Education, Sports Bureau of Quanzhou, Quanzhou Evening News sponsored Peak Group company overall title.
(Chinese shoes Network - the most professional and authoritative Footwear News)
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